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Global Electronics Supply Chain
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Supply Chain Security

 IC fabrication outsourcing
 Semiconductor fab is expensive

 Increasing complexity of IC design

 Outsourcing from company/country to company/country

 The foundry might not be trustworthy
 Security concerns: IP piracy, counterfeiting, hardware Trojan

 Economic loss and unreliable products
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Supply Chain and Security Threat
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Security Problems

 Overproduction
 Chip overproduction/overbuilding refers to the scenario 

where the foundries fabricate more chips than the order

 … and then sells those extra copies to the market to make 
profits
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Security Problems

 Counterfeiting
 Counterfeiting is the case when a low-quality product, or IP, is 

manufactured but is sold as a high-quality brand name

 Counterfeiters are improving their technique and expertise, 
to increase their level of sophistication
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Security Problems

 Recycled IC
 Electronic recyclers divert scrapped circuit boards away from 

their designated place for the purposes of removing and 
reselling the ICs on those boards

 A recycled IC can act as a ticking time bomb since it does not 
meet the original manufacturer’s specification
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Security Problems

 Reverse engineering
 Reverse engineering is the process where a product is taken 

apart and analyzed so as to improve or duplicate the product

 The cost/expertise required for reverse engineering are much 
less than designing/developing IC/IP from the scratch
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Intellectual Property

 Intellectual Property (IP)

 An original idea, which can be used to earn money

 Example: products, technologies or software tools

 The person/group who is recognized as having the idea can use 
the law to prevent others from earning money by copying it

 VLSI Design IP

 Can be any innovation or technology that makes designs better

 Example: microprocessor core, on-chip memory, fully routed 
netlist or macro, Verilog HDL code, etc



Categories of IP

 Hard IP

 In the form of layout after physical design stage

 Having predictable performance, and mostly, optimized

 Inflexible

 Soft IP

 In the form of synthesizable HDL code, e.g., Verilog programs

 Less predictable performance

 Greater design flexibility

 Firm IP

 Compromise of hard IPs and soft IPs



Why IP and IP Protection?

 Motivation
 Increasing design complexity

 Limited human productivity

 Strict time to market

 Goal
 Protect all types of design data used to produce/deliver IPs

 Prevent unauthorized use of IPs

 Detect use of IPs

 Trace of IPs



IP Protection

 Deterrent

 Patents, copyrights, contracts, trademarks…

 Do not directly prevent IP piracy, but rather discourage the 
misuse of IPs because the attacker was being caught

 Active

 Encryption, chemicals, obfuscation, dedicated hardware…

 Used to prevent unauthorized accesses to the IP

 Passive

 Watermarking, fingerprinting, IC metering…

 Enable IP providers to identify the occurrence of IP piracy



IC and IP Protection



Logic Locking

 Implementation

 During fabrication time, the designer locks the circuit by 
adding additional key gates and key inputs

 The locked circuit preserves functionality only when a 
correct key is loaded into the on-chip memory

 Upon applying a wrong key, the locked circuit will 
produce wrong outputs
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Modifications to Design Flow
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Types of Key-Gate Location

 Isolated key-gates
 A gate is called an isolated 

key-gate if there is no path 
from a key-gate to all the 
other key-gates
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 Attack strategy :

Identifies a pattern that uniquely propagates the effect of 
an isolated key-gate’s key to an output



Types of Key-Gate Location

 Concurrently mutable convergent key-gates
 If two key-gates K1 and K2 converge at some other gate, 

such that K1’s key bit can be determined by muting K2 
and vice versa

 Attack strategy :

Determines the golden pattern that mutes one key and 
simultaneously sensitizes the other key to an output

If a golden pattern does not exist, then the attacker has to 
perform brute force
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Types of Key-Gate Location

 Non-mutable convergent key-gates
 If two key-gates K1 and K2 converge at some other gate, 

such that neither of the key bits can be muted

 Attack strategy :

The attacker is forced to perform brute force attacks 
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Strong Logic Locking/Obfuscation

 Interference graph
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